MARKETERS’
SURVEY 2020

BY LIKEMIND MEDIA

The marketing landscape is fast-moving. Methods
deployed one year don’t necessarily work the next.
Indeed, over the last 12 months, we have seen seismic
shifts in how marketing is performed, which channels are
prioritised and even how teams work together.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been an unexpected driver
in moving working practices remotely and has forced
marketers to think about mood, tone and content
relevancy. The Black Lives Matter movement
has encouraged people to re-evaluate messaging and
assess levels of diversity in campaigns as well as the
wider industry itself.
Any analysis of the sector, such as this one, risks being
outdated quickly

Source: World Health Organization

It’s possible that what you are about to read already
is. But it reflects a moment in time, the spring of 2020
and, as such, will be a useful comparison in subsequent
pieces of research.
We wanted to conduct this research to find out how
marketers felt about their industry, their job role, the
challenges and inspiration they meet on a daily basis.
What does it tell us about marketing in 2020 and how do
we meet the challenges to conduct marketing that is
relevant to audiences, but also that improves the quality
of the output we as marketers create?

This report does not have all the
answers, but it does provide some
insight
into
how
marketing
professionals see themselves and
where they feel the industry is going
in the future.

One thing is for
sure, however:
where we’ll be
this time next
year is
anyone’s guess.

Want to be involved in
future research?
Let us know the best
email address to
contact you on
Next time we're running
some research, we'll let
you know

Thank you to all our survey
respondents, your help
makes this report possible.

Let me get
involved
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Item 1

ALIGNMENT BETWEEN SALES AND
MARKETING TEAMS
We asked questions relating to the relationship
between
the
sales
and
marketing
teams,
two departments that have always seemed to have a
love/hate relationship. Gone are the days when
marketing teams can simply generate leads and pass
them over the wall to sales to close. Today, marketing
plays much more of a nurturing role when it comes to
lead generation, reflecting the changing ways
consumers and businesses behave in the sales cycle.

This means more collaboration between sales
and marketing is inevitable. Do all marketers recognise
this?
Most respondents feel that teams are reasonably wellaligned, but there are significant gaps between sales
and marketing. Upon investigating further with some
respondents,
this
seemed
mainly
due
to
different objectives and targets set for both teams.

6.26
Not aligned

Closely aligned

One’s role
within
marketing
affected how
well aligned
they felt the
two teams
were:

Business owner

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

CMO/director

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

MANAGER

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

executive

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

Assistant

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

JUNIOR

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

APPRENTICE

Not
aligned

Closely
aligned

It’s no surprise that business owners think there is
alignment as they are probably performing both roles.
Those people who have greater responsibility are more
likely to feel there is alignment, but they are more likely
to be directly involved in decision making and
discussions on a strategic level with another senior
leader, in this case, of the sales team.

Apprentices feel there is alignment– is this because they
are removed from the decision-making process,
or that they are fresh into the role and not bogged down
with politics at this point in their career? Otherwise, it
does seem that feelings of alignment rise with
seniority.

This raises a couple of questions:

"Do senior leaders need to bring
their teams with them to work
more closely towards working
together on shared business
objectives?"

"Do the more junior members of the
team even know what the business
objectives are, and whose
responsibility is this to know?"
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"Do we have

meetings for
meetings' sake
or is
it genuinely
valuable time
spent
collaborating
and sharing
ideas?"

Do we have meetings for
meetings' sake or is
it genuinely valuable time
spent collaborating and
sharing ideas? The recent
enforced move to
homeworking during
the coronavirus emergency
has demonstrated to
many businesses how their
teams can collaborate
effectively without being in
the same location. Some
businesses were already
working this way.

Regardless of the logistics,
it is generally accepted
that teams need to work
together.

Marketers in senior leadership roles (heads,
CMOs, managers) were most likely to say they
had plenty of meetings

Those not in senior roles were more likely to
say they did not have enough

Marketing assistants were
the most likely to say they
were not able to get
together to discuss their
work enough

34.9%

80%
21.7%
feel they have
regular meetings
with the team

28.6%

This suggests that those not in
management positions don’t feel
as confident that they are part
of the decision-making
process or as involved in
the team

49.5%
would like to see
more collaboration
within the team

When considering those who
worked in separate teams for
different disciplines (eg where
roles are split between SEO,
social media, branding etc) as
opposed to those who perform
one function only, there was a
more pronounced split.
Having one function, it is no
surprise that people are less
likely to have meetings than
those that work in separate
teams. Those that share a
single function are the ones
who want more meetings.
Maybe this is because they
need to ensure consistency
between each other in their
output. Is this an assumption in
marketing teams that people
performing the same action all
know the objectives or what
they are working towards?

Don't have
meetings

Not enough
meetings

Plenty of
meetings
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Whether it’s a CEO who doesn’t value marketing or overloading teams with creative to produce,
the barriers to the successful execution of a campaign– and of someone’s role– is uniquely
personal. Individual circumstances can affect performance and, of course, how one operates has
a huge impact. These questions were asked before the lockdown, so there may now be
additional/different barriers to those in the responses to the survey:

56% 22% 57% 67%
of CMOs/directors
cited time as the
biggest barrier to
success

of managers cited
time as the biggest
barrier to success

of executives cited
budget as the
biggest barrier to
success

of marketing juniors
cited time as the
biggest barrier to
success

"Senior roles
are less
likely to see
barriers than
junior roles,
possibly
because they
have
responsibility
for
overcoming
the barriers
themselves"

Interestingly, there is a
variance in the number of
barriers respondents
chose. Executives and
those in junior roles
selected over two barriers
on average, whereas those
in more senior roles chose
one. This suggests that
senior roles are less likely
to see barriers than junior
roles, possibly because
they have responsibility for
overcoming the barriers
themselves. Indeed, not
every manager said they
had any barriers. The
higher number of
responses from executives
may be down to their
experience at
understanding what the
barriers are, but without
necessarily having the
power to affect them.

We asked participants to tell us
what the key challenges were for
them.
Across all respondents, the top
marketing challenges
were generating traffic and leads
(65%) and proving ROI of
marketing activities (53%).
Senior roles were much more
focused on generating traffic
(top priority) whereas junior roles
were more concerned with
proving the return on any
marketing activities.
Interestingly, those
respondents who identified as
owners were most interested in
ROI, putting them more in line
with those in junior roles.

CHALLENGES
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The landscape is evolving, with digital
media continuing to play a crucial role in
terms of delivery of marketing messaging
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The most important content distribution channels that
respondents are planning to use in 2020 are:
1. Social media
2. Website
3. Email

However, upon deeper analysis, the phrasing of the
specific question may have caused some bias in the
responses to the question. We don’t know what
someone’s definition of ‘distribution’ is. For
example, people may choose social media as a
way of promoting other content, such as video

These were the same

or events. The core content is the video, or

distribution channels

the key promotional activity

favoured by the key roles,

could be the event.

and in the same order.

Thus, we cannot say that

This suggests that

marketers want to spend

marketers in general
believe social media is an
essential channel to
distribute content and
promote their business.

effort and resources in
creating social media
content, but we can say
that marketers see
social media as
important.

Social media is a channel
that is easily accessible
to all businesses, brands
and teams, so it is perhaps not surprising that many see
social as a channel they must focus on.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Anticipating a preference towards social media, we
asked respondents to choose their preferred
platforms for the delivery of marketing messages for the
brands they work for.
We did not ask for sector information, and it is likely that
this will influence the results to this question. For

example, we do not know specifically how many
respondents work in B2B or B2C businesses and it is
likely to affect the responses. However, it seems that
LinkedIn is having a resurgence in popularity.
Corporation image perception may play a part in
popularity, with Facebook suffering from a series of
negative stories about data and hate speech on the
platform.

72% 62% 47%
LinkedIn

Facebook

Instagram

Given that the top challenge and motivation was to generate
traffic and leads, it is interesting to see which paid media
actions the respondents believed contributed most towards this objective.

Of those who said they used advertising, 55% felt that
social media had been most successful in driving leads
and conversions.

47%

55%

This was followed by PPC at 47%. Again, this could be more
of a reflection of the size of businesses responding to the
research, with smaller organisations typically favouring
paid social due to the low cost of entry.

22% of respondents said they don’t use any form of digital
advertising.

22%

PAID
MEDI
A
social
media
was the most
popular form of
digital advertising
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The role of a marketer, at any level, requires them to make decisions on what actions
to take next. Do they make decisions based on data or on their gut instinct, and how
does this differ between role and seniority?

5.3

Gut feel

Data led

The responses paint a mixed picture.

Junior roles and executives were
more likely to be driven by gut
instinct

Managers, directors and business
owners were more likely to be
data led

Interestingly, everyone appears to use gut instinct to a large degree, but the business owners who
responded had a strong preference for data.

Marketers need to understand that, when reporting back to senior leadership within a
business, whether their own or a client’s, data plays a pivotal role in helping
demonstrate the value of their work.

SUMMARY

Not many results are that surprising when you work
within the marketing industry. Most people reading this
research would identify with the responses.
The key variances in priorities and behaviours stem from
the level of seniority within teams, suggesting there is a
change as people move up in their careers.
Challenges appear to remain similar to those that
marketers have always faced, namely generating leads
for their businesses and proving the return on the

Source: World Health Organization

investment a company makes in its marketing efforts.
Despite noise about audiences, empathy and
engagement, when it comes to the crunch, numbers and
data are what determine whether marketing is
successful.
The global pandemic will surely play a part in changing
marketing practices and behaviours. Future research
should try to compare and contrast the responses this
year to those in a few months or a year’s time.

WE'RE L I K E M I N D M E D I A

LikeMind Media was founded in 2015 and is an awardwinning digital marketing agency based in Loughborough,
offering a whole host of services including social media,
SEO, writing, video, social advertising and consultancy. We
focus on generating leads through the creation of highquality content that shepherds your potential customers
and clients from enquiry to purchase. More than anything,
we pride ourselves on working with you, as if your business
was ours. We think like you!

LIKEMIND.MEDIA
01509 323363

